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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on the problem of approximate causal delivery. This problem identifies the tradeoff
between causal delivery and timely delivery of messages. Causal delivery requires that delivery of a message,
say  , be delayed until all messages on whom  is causally dependent are delivered. By contrast, timely
delivery requires that messages be delivered as soon as possible. However, the requirements of causal delivery
and timely delivery are conflicting. We show how a simple logical timestamp program can be used to obtain
a solution for approximate causal observer. This solution is intended for sensor networks that provide simple
guarantees about the clock drift among sensors and about maximum delay of messages that are not lost. Our
solution lets the sensors to choose the level of causality violations it can tolerate ( or more) and the time for
which it will have to buffer the received messages. We also show that our solution provides a continuum where
the application can choose the size of the timestamps it maintains by identifying the level of causality violations
it can tolerate.
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1 Introduction

consistent view is to ensure causal order delivery at the observer. Another requirement for such observers is that they
should be timely, i.e., the observer needs to reconstruct the
underlying computation quickly. For example, in the sensor network application discussed above, the visualization
of the underlying computation should be in real-time and,
hence, the visualization should not significantly lag behind
the original computation.

The ability to observe distributed computations is one of
the important problems in many systems, especially, in
sensor networks (e.g., MICA motes [1, 2]). For example,
consider an application in sensor networks where a group
of sensors need to help pursuers track moving evaders [3].
In such a system, the sensors communicate their observations about the evader(s) they are tracking with pursuer(s).
The pursuers in turn communicate with the base station
or an observer. The base station is more powerful (e.g,
PC) and is responsible for providing visualization. Thus,
the base station observes the communication among sensors and uses its high computing power/memory to display/interpret the communication among sensors.

Since causal delivery and timeliness are conflicting goals,
it is necessary to develop protocols where the observer can
choose the level of causality violations it can accept to ensure timely delivery of messages. We call this the problem
of approximate causal delivery. And, an observer that provides approximate causal delivery is called approximate
causal observer.
Contributions of the paper. We focus on adapting the
algorithm in [4] for obtaining approximate causal delivery.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

The order in which the observer receives messages may
be different from the order in which the communication occurred in the network, due to message collisions/corruptions, routing, etc. Hence, the observer needs
to reorder messages consistently. One way to obtain such

 We present two algorithms for approximate delivery.
Based on the ability to tolerate causality violations,
the first algorithm allows the observer to reduce the
delivery time of messages. In the second algorithm,
the system checks the message queue before delivery
to determine if it might violate the requirements of
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event 5'9 at process : is of the form ;=<?>A@ 5'9CBD @ 59EB FG @ 59 H ,
where <?>A@ 59 denotes the physical clock value of : when
5 9 was created. The variable D @ 5 9 denotes the difference
between the knowledge : had about the maximum clock
value in the system and the physical clock value of : . The
variable FIG @ 5 9 is an array of size JLK . The variable FG @ 5 9CM >ON ,
2PKRQS>UTVK , captures the knowledge about the number of
events 6 such that <W@X6YZ<W@ 59\[ > and 6273 5 . The program
for logical timestamps is given in Figure 1.

causal delivery, and hence, we reduce the causality
violations further.

 We study the effect of changing various parameters (maximum clock drift among sensors, maximum
message delay, and message rate) on approximate
causal delivery through simulations.

 We show that the timestamp provides a continuum,
i.e., the application developer can choose the size of
timestamp, as small as bytes, considering the number of causality violations the application can handle.
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Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the algorithm
for causal delivery from [4]. In Section 3, we present our
approaches for approximate causal delivery. In Sections
4 and 5, we present our simulation model and the results.
Finally, in Section 6, we make concluding remarks.

2 Logical Timestamps and Causal Delivery
Based on the result from [5], the system must provide
some guarantees that will enable the observer to obtain a
tradeoff between causal delivery and timely delivery. We
focus on the following two guarantees about the bound on
maximum clock drift (for example, using [6]) among different processes (sensors) and the bound on message delay.

Figure 1. Logical timestamp program at process 
To compare two logical timestamps, ;y<W@ 5 9 BD @ 5 9 B FG @ 5 9 H
and ;y<W@ 6Lz BD @X6Ez B{FG @ 6Lz H , we use the following | 5?}?} relation.

Guarantees of the distributed system (sensor network).
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Physical clock at process ,
, is non-decreasing,
and at any time, the difference between the clock values
of any two processes is bounded by . In other words,
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Let
be a message sent by process to . Also, let
denote the clock value of when sent
, and
denote the clock value of when received
let
. We require that should receive
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Before presenting the programs, we define the notion of
happened-before, 243 , among events.

Causal delivery program. The causal delivery program proposed in [4] is as follows: Whenever a process,
say
until
 5 | D: ?,G receives
 ~  B :  aY message
~ <?>A@ :ZY-<W @  , : [buffers
D @  [ the[ K message
 is satisfied.


As soon as the 5 | D?G ~  B :  is satisfied, the message is
delivered. If two or more messages satisfy the delivery
condition simultaneously then process : uses the | 5W}?} relation to determine the causal relation among the messages
and delivers them accordingly. We refer the reader to [4]
for the correctness of these programs.

Happened-before. The happened-before relation [7] is
the smallest transitive relation that satisfies, for any events
5 , 6 , 5 27386 if (1) 5 and 6 are events on the same process
and 5 occurred before 6 , or (2) 5 is a send event in one
process and 6 is the corresponding receive event in another
process.
Logical timestamp program.
In the solution to the
logical timestamps proposed in [4], the timestamp of an
2

3 Approximate Causal Delivery

to randomly selected subset of sensors, with a probability
of message rate. And, a message, say  , can remain in
transit for a random duration as long as J is not violated.

The algorithm
in Section 2 uses the delivery
 presented

condition 5 | D?G ~  B :  Y ~ <?>A@ :Y <W@  [lD @  [l [ K  to
deliver a message  to process (sensor) : . This condition
is necessary for correctness, i.e., to ensure all messages
are delivered in causal order. Thus, D @  [_P[ K is the approximate delay in obtaining causal delivery. We consider
the case where messages are delivered before this delivery
condition is satisfied. Based on this approach for reducing the delay, we present two algorithms for approximate
causal delivery: (1) deliver after partial wait and (2) check
before delivery.

5

We developed an event simulation program in Java. In this
program, we do not associate units for maximum clock
drift ( K ) and maximum message delay (  ). Furthermore,
we find that the ratio is important than the individual parameters. The results presented here are the mean of three
simulations. For a given value of the input parameters, the
percentage of causality violations in different simulations
are similar. The raw data of these simulations is available
at [8].

Deliver After Partial Wait (DAPW). In
 this algorithm,

we use the following delivery condition: 5 | D?G ~  B :  Y
~ <?>A@ : Y-<W@  [ D ~yD @  [ [ K h , where  T D T    .
Thus, D Y   means that the messages are delivered to the
observer when the clock of observer is at least <W@  , or as
soon as the message arrives at the observer, whichever is
later. And, D Y   means that the messages are delivered in perfect causal order.





The number of causality violations at the observer is computed as follows: For each  , we compute the num
ber of messages delivered
(say,  ) such that
} 5 G ~   243 } 5 G  ~   .before
We say that these messages
violate backward causality. Likewise, for each  , we
compute the number of messages delivered after 
(say,


 ) such that } 5 G ~   273 } 5 G ~   . We say that these
messages violate forward causality. The number of causality violations is the average of messages that violate backward/forward causality.





Check Before Delivery (CBD). In DAPW, whenever a message, say 
is about to be delivered to
process : , if there is a casually related message 

} 5 G  ~   is true and 
such that }'5 G ~   273
is scheduled for delivery at a later time than 
then
a causality violation is inevitable. Hence, in the second algorithm, whenever message 
is about to be
delivered at process : , : checks the message queue
to determine if there is any message 
such that
| 5W}?}C~ ;=<W@  BD @  B FG @  HAB ;=<W@  BD @  B{FG @  H is >$< 5 .
If there exists such a message 


 then
5 | D?G :  sets
~  the
B :  .delivery
time of 
as 5 | D?G ~  B :  Y
If there
are no such messages then 
is delivered based on the
DAPW algorithm.


 


























Simulation Results















To compute these causality violations, we also maintain
vector timestamps [9, 10] in addition to the logical timestamps from Section 2. These vector timestamps identify
the actual causal relation among events in the system and
are not used in any way to determine when messages are
delivered.





Now, we present the effect of K ,  and message rate on
causal delivery of messages. Unless otherwise specified,
these simulations include  sensors and one base station
(observer), and message rate is @ . For different parameters, we refer the reader to [8].

4 Simulation Model

5.1 Effect of Maximum Clock Drift (K )

Our simulation model consists of G sensors and a base station (observer). The sensors communicate with each other.
Every message sent by a sensor is also sent to the base station (for visualization). Messages are buffered at the base
station and delivered such that the number of causality violations is acceptable. We do not assume that the base
station can precisely determine causal relations between
two messages. Now, we show how our simulation model
ensures system properties stated in Section 2.

The effect of K on causal delivery of messages using
DAPW and CBD is shown in Figure 2. The graphs show
the number of causality violations as a function of the per

centage of delay, D , used in 5 | D?G . In these experiments,
we use  Y  .
is larger, the number of
DAPW. When the ratio
causally dependent messages for a given message  is
large. Hence, there is a higher probability for causality
violations. Therefore, the number of causality violations
increase (cf. Figures 2 (a) and 2 (c)).

At each step of simulation, some random sensor chooses
to advance its clock in such a way that
is not violated.
Whenever a sensor advances its clock, it sends a message
3
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Figure 3. Effect)  of ( on (a) DAPW with delay

+ . (Scale of DAPW and CBD graphs are different.)

When  message delay is determined from the distribution
 ~ B 

,  of the messages are received within . By

contrast, with ~ B   ,  of the messages are received

in  . Thus for ~  B  , the probability of causality violations is less since number of messages that causally de
pend on a given message is more than that for ~ B   (cf.
Figures 2 (a) and 2 (c)).
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(d)

+ , (c) DAPW delay ) 



+ , and (d) CBD

queue contains one or more causally related messages is
high.



Further, we note that the number of causality violations
 is

less when CBD is used with message delay of ~  B  .
This is due to the fact that there is a high probability that
at least one causally related message for a given message
 will be present in the message queue of the observer
when  is about to be delivered.



For small values of , there exists a threshold such that,
the causality violations increase suddenly when D T .
(For example, in Figure 2(a), for K Y , causality violations increase when D T
 .) When Q D T
   ,
the delay in delivery captures most of the causal relation
among messages. When this delay is reduced (i.e., D 
),
the messages are delivered faster and, hence, the causal relation among messages is not captured. For larger values
of , the observer captures most causally related messages
even when the delay in delivery for less.

Comparison. From Figure 2, we conclude that the number of causality violations in CBD are an order of magnitude less than that in DAPW. For small values of , CBD
performs almost similar to DAPW, since the number of
causally related messages is less. However, for large values of , CBD outperforms DAPW.

5.2 Effect of Maximum Message Delay ( )
The effect of  on causal delivery of messages using
DAPW and CBD is shown in Figure 3. In these experi . The results are similar to that in
ments, we use KPY
Section 5.1.

CBD. As ratio increases, causality violations decrease
(cf. Figures 2(b) and 2(d)), which is exactly opposite to
DAPW. CBD postpones the delivery of 
if the message
queue contains causally preceding messages of  . Thus,
as ratio increases, CBD can detect/prevent most of the
causality violations since the probability that the message
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As increases, the number of causality violations increase
(cf. Figures 3(a) and 3(c)). Further, in Figure 3 (c), we ob4
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5.4 Physical Clocks Vs. Partial Timestamps

serve that the number of causality violations
is more when


DAPW is used with delay of ~  B  . And, for small values of , there exists a threshold such that causality violations increase suddenly when D T
. (For example, in
Figure 3 (a), for  Y J  when D T   .) Finally, we can
observe that CBD results (cf. Figures 3(b) and 3(d)) are
exactly opposite to DAPW (cf. Figure 3 (a) and 3 (c)).

In this section, we argue that the information maintained
in CBD, although small, is important in reducing the number of causality violations. Towards this end, we compute
the causality violations for the case where only physical
clock is used to determine when a message should be delivered. To obtain an implementation that uses physical
clock alone, we set the D value and all elements in FG to
 . We call this algorithm DPC1. We also consider the algorithm DPC2 where the D value is used but FG values are
reset to  . Other points on this continuum can be obtained
by maintaining a subset of the FG values in the timestamp.



Remark. We note that when the average message delay
increases, the number of causality violations also increase.
This is due to the fact that most messages arrive late and,
hence, the message queue does not have sufficient information to prevent increased causality violations.

Notation. In this section, by “ J FG @ 5 elements” we mean
that the simulation uses FG @ 5'9 M D @ 59 N and FIG @ 59 M D @ 59 2 N elements instead of the FIG @ 5'9 array for an event 59 . Similarly,
by “ F FG @ 5 elements” we mean that the simulation uses the
first F FIG @ 5 elements.

5.3 Effect of Message Rate
The effect of message rate on causal delivery of messages
using DAPW and CBD is shown in Figure 4. In these
experiments, we use KY  Y  .

Figure 5 shows the simulation results for K7Y  Y  , message rate Y @ and  sensors. (We refer the reader to [8]
for results with different parameters.)

As the message rate increases, more causally dependent
messages for a message  are present in the system.
Hence, the number of causality violations in CBD is significantly less than that in DAPW.

80


With message delay of ~  B  , the number of causality
violations in CBD is in the order of   2 J  (cf. Figure

% of causality violations



4 (d)). This is due to the fact most messages arrive within
, and, hence, CBD has more information in the queue to
detect/prevent causality violations.
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the fact that at low message rates, CBD has very limited
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From Figure 5, we observe that using physical clocks
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